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September 29, 2008

Ms. Erica M. Hamilton
Commission Secretary
British Columbia Utilities Commission
Sixth Floor - 900 Howe Street
Vancouver, BC V6Z 2N3

Dear Ms. Hamilton:

RE: Project No. 3698500
British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC)
British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority (BC Hydro)
F2009/F2010 Revenue Requirements Application (F09/F10 RRA)
Evidence Relating to BC Hydro Contract with Accenture Business Services
of British Columbia

In response to evidence filed by the Canadian Office and Professional Employees Union
Local 378 (COPE), the BCUC issued Order No. G-134-08, dated September 18,2008.
The Order requires BC Hydro "prepare an evidentiary update to reflect its current
intentions in relation to the Accenture contract and future procurement policies" that
should include (but not be limited to):

• " ... the economic analysis relied on by BC Hydro in its decision to repatriate the
procurement function from Accenture ... ";

• " ... the test year impact in each of F2009 and F2010 for both costs and
savings ... "; and

• "... changes in the regulatory financial schedules and changes in labour (costs
and FTEs)."

BC Hydro provides the following response. Mr. Morris and Mr. Leonard will be prepared
to testify to this information in the oral phase of this proceeding, as indicated in the
materials filed today by counsel for BC Hydro.

Backaround

In 2003 BC Hydro entered into number of agreements with Accenture Business Services
of British Columbia Limited Partnership (ABSBC), the most significant of which was the
Master Services Agreement (MSA). Under the MSA BC Hydro committed to "outsource"
to ABSBC a number of what are referred to as "back-office services." "Back-office
services" are generally administrative or clerical in nature, and are removed from the
operation of BC Hydro's generation, transmission and distribution assets.

The "back-office services" that were outsourced to ABSBC fell into six main categories,
which are referred to as "towers". The towers are:
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i) customer care;

ii) information technology;

iii) finance;

iv) human resources;

v) building & office; and

vi) purchasing.

Purchasing services provided by ABSBC included assisting with transactions involving
customs; processing purchase and contract orders; and administering requests for
proposals, tenders and other public procurement processes. The purchasing tower is the
smallest of the towers, representing $2,600,000 in ABSBC expenditures in F2008,
compared to overall ABSBC expenditures of approximately $164,000,000 in the same
year.

In 2006, in accordance with its original terms, BC Hydro and ABSBC re-negotiated
portions of the MSA. The amendments became effective April 1, 2006, and the amended
agreement is referred to as the Amended Master Services Agreement (AMSA).

Attachment F to Schedule 4.2 of the AMSA is where the purchasing tower is prescribed.

BC Hydro originally estimated it would save approximately $250 million over the ten-year
life of the ABSBC arrangements. BC Hydro believes that it is on track to fully realize the
originally anticipated financial benefits of the ABSBC arrangements, having spent about
$100 million dollars less, to the end of F2008, than it would have spent had it continued
to perform the services in-house. In addition, ABSBC has met or exceeded over
98 per cent of required service level metrics since the commencement of the
arrangement. Further, external customer satisfaction with the ABSBC-run call centre is
at or above record high levels, and internal customer satisfaction is higher now than it
was prior to the outsourcing arrangements in four of the five non-purchasing towers. A
recent third party benchmarking report that examined key services provided by ABSBC
has confirmed that relative to approximately 30 other North American utilities with
significant outsourcing arrangements, the aggregate benchmarked services provided by
ABSBC rank in the first quartile in terms of the cost of services.

BC Hydro has terminated most of the purchasing tower, although some IT acquisition
functions that were part of the purchasing tower will remain with ABSBC. BC Hydro has
no plans and is not considering terminating any of the other towers.

The AMSA and the other key agreements regarding the ABSBC arrangements have
been designated by order of the Lieutenant Governor in Council pursuant to
section 12(9) of the Hydro and Power Authority Act. The effect of such a designation is,
among other things, that the Commission may not prohibit BC Hydro from doing
anything under the designated agreements that it is allowed to do, although the costs of
activity are still subject to Commission review in a revenue requirements proceeding
(sections 12{11 )(e) and 12(12) of the Hydro and Power Authority Act.)
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Procurement Enhancement Initiative (PEl) and Termination of the Purchasing
Tower

Since the purchasing services were outsourced to ABSBC, BC Hydro became aware
that significant benefits could potentially be realized by redesigning its internal
procurement processes. Accordingly, BC Hydro commenced its Procurement
Enhancement Initiative (PEl) in calendar 2006.

PEl was initiated with an assessment of BC Hydro's existing procurement processes,
including a comparison with leading-practice companies. This assessment indicated
significant gaps in BC Hydro's procurement processes relative to leading-practice
companies, leading to the decision to design improved procurement processes in early
calendar 2007.

The high-level PEl design recommendations were completed in the summer of 2007.
The design recommendations were, in general, the creation of a focused procurement
function, with professional procurement staff, and a move away from the current
decentralized procurement processes driven by the internal end-users of procurement
services. This would have the benefit of focusing specialized procurement expertise
where it is most needed and freeing up the time of end-users to focus more on their
areas of expertise.

One important and specific element of the PEl design recommendations was the
creation of an Office of the Chief Procurement Officer, which was implemented in the
fall of 2007.

The PEl design recommendations also included specific changes to the current
procurement processes including automation of some processes; deletion of some
processes; addition of some new processes; changes to lines of reporting and
responsibility between internal end-users of procurement services; and increased
involvement of procurement professionals in the procurement process and reduced
involvement of internal end-users.

The changes required to the procurement processes could not be accommodated within
the existing purchasing arrangements with ABSBC. In theory, BC Hydro had the
alternatives of terminating the procurement tower, or re-negotiating it. However, it was
apparent that there is a fundamental difference between the existing business model
under the ABSBC arrangements and that being implemented under the PEl Business
Case. The existing model reacts to the immediate procurement needs of BC Hydro
end-users, involves the end-user to a significant extent in the process and results in
many smaller purchasing transactions. As a result, these transactions with third party
suppliers do not lend themselves to economies of scale or administrative cost savings.
The concept that underpins PEl is reduced involvement of end-users and increased
involvement of procurement professionals in purchasing transactions. This includes
proactive planning of overall procurement needs resulting in fewer but larger
transactions with third-party suppliers. This can directly reduce supply costs through
greater contract volumes, greater certainty for suppliers, established relationships with
key suppliers and coordination of supply chain requirements. In addition, the cost and
time that would have been involved in a re-negotiation, in light of the small dollar value of
the procurement tower, and the otherwise-possible timing of the PEl, resulted in the
conclusion that termination was the better business decision. Accordingly, termination
notice was formally given to ABSBC on August 13, 2008.
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The COPE evidence filed in September 2008 had nothing to do with the decision to
terminate the purchasing services and had no bearing on the timing of the notice to
ABSBC.

Pursuant to its notice to ABSBC, BC Hydro will take responsibility for all its procurement
functions commencing December 1, 2008.

SupportinQ Materials

Economic Analysis

BC Hydro originally provided information regarding the PEl in the F07/F08 RRA. Further
information was provided in the following:

• BC Hydro's letter to the BCUC dated December 29,2006;

• BC Hydro's letter dated January 3, 2008, which requested a regulatory asset for
PEl costs for F2008. This request included a copy of the business case for PEl,
and was approved by the BCUC Order No. G-17-08 dated January 31,2008;

• Pages 4-27 to 4-29 of the F09/F10 RRA;

• Appendix H of the F09/F10 RRA (which also includes a copy of the PEl business
case); and

• Section 6.4.10 of the F09/F10 RRA, which requests approval to include in the
PEl regulatory account actual PEl costs for F09/F1 o.

The PEl business case is the key document that identifies the benefits of changing
BC Hydro's procurement processes, and the need for organizational changes to realize
those benefits. References regarding the need for organizational change are found at
pages 2, 3, 10 and 13. Appendix 3 of the business case (pages 22 and 23) further stress
the need for the appropriate organizational structure.

The termination of the purchasing tower will result in lower payments to ABSBC over the
test periods than currently forecast, but will result in off-setting labour related cost
increases within BC Hydro, related primarily to incremental staffing to perform the
procurement services that were provided by ABSBC. BC Hydro will not pay a fee for the
termination of the purchasing tower but will pay modest stranded, demobilization and
transition costs. These costs are not included in either the F2009 or the F201 0 revenue
requirement, and will be expensed as incurred.

The annual cost differences are budgeted as follows:

F09 ABSBC fees for purchasing services (net of IT acquisitions)

Less: Costs for incremental BC Hydro staffing (27 FTEs)

Net annual increase in costs

$2,375,000

$2,540,000

$ 165,000

As noted above, there will be an increase of approximately 27 FTEs as the decision to
terminate the purchasing tower is implemented.
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It is apparent that the change has no material impact upon the revenue requirement, the
revenue requirement schedules, or the requested rate relief.

For further information please contact the undersigned.

Yours sincerely,

J{J/Jj
Joanna Sofield
Chief Regulatory Officer
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